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M1+ – Treatment based on a proven principle:
people orientation!

> The M1 was so successful because
it was designed totally in line with
the dentist and his surroundings.
Actually a very simple principle, but
nonetheless unique. <  T. Phleps, designer

Designed by dentists for dentists!
The M1+ is the result of close co-opera-

tion and partnership between dentists

and Sirona’s R & D Engineers. The know-

ledge gained from many interviews with

focus groups of M1 owners has been

fully utilized. All those features that M1

fans just won’t do without are still right

there! The same applies to the system’s

compact and robust geometry, which

allows it to be installed even in practices

with a limited amount of treatment room

space. In addition, we received a great

deal of support from dentists in the

integration of modern technology. The

result: a real + for the M1.

Robustness

Intuitive operation

A legend lives on! The M1 was a

legend  – over 34.000 were sold world-

wide. No other German treatment centre

has ever come close to matching this

success story. The M1 established a con-

cept which was so revolutionary in its

day that in many respects it still defines

today’s benchmark. Its main principle was

people orientation – a preference for

clear structures that can be understood

intuitively.

We understand! Fourteen years after

the last M1 came off our production line,

this treatment centre still remained an

object of fascination and great affection.

“The M1 is unique, it must live on!” was

the clear message and the mandate to

Sirona’s Research and Development

Engineers to create the M1 of the future:

The M1+.

Compactness
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> It was clear to us that safe and easy operation has
top priority for M1 users – one glance, one push button.
That’s how it has to be. <

These keys enable continu-
ous control of the motor
speed and light intensity.
Intermediate values can be
selected in the usual man-
ner by pressing and hold-
ing the corresponding key.

These keys are used to call
up the chair programs.
Briefly actuating the S key
causes the patient chair to
move to the mouth-rinsing
position. Briefly actuating
the S key again returns the
chair to its previous treat-
ment position. All chair
programmes are freely
selectable and can be indi-
vidually saved for 2 dif-
ferent users.

This row of keys is used to
set the instrument para-
meters. Here can be select-
ed counterclockwise and
clockwise rotation, light
and spray individually for
each instrument. The right
key enables quick and easy
storage.

These keys control addi-
tional functions such as
user selection, X-ray image
viewer, flushing functions
and the OR light. The light
intensity can be reduced at
the push of a button for
composite applications.

Intuitive operation
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M1+ – Place your confidence in familiar workflows:
for safe and effective treatment.

> I was always in favor of leaving the
keys just the way they are. Everything
makes sense. <  A. Halkenhäußer, Marketing

Intuitive operation

Show next image

Clear camera
image memory

Select multiple or
single-image display

Toggle between PC
and video mode

Save exposure
to PC

Set monitor
to black screen

Full format display of
single image on PC

Set monitor
to white screen

Multimedia functions

The proven foot switch! The switch

functions so familiar to and popular with

M1 users remain unchanged in the M1+:

You regulate the preselected speed with

the foot pedal. You select clockwise or

counterclockwise motor rotation and

activate the spray or chip blower. With

the instruments deposited in their hold-

ers, the foot switch can be used to move

your dentist element closer to or away

from the treatment centre.

Assuring human-factor engin-
eering! All instruments are ergonomi-

cally arranged according to their priority.

The most favorable position – at the far

left – is reserved for the instrument used

most often: the SPRAYVIT multifunctional

syringe. The motors and high-speed

handpieces are all located in the center

in a fan-shaped arrangement that makes

them easy to reach. 

Completely familiar to anyone
who knows the M1! A new treat-

ment centre, modern technology, and yet

the same continuous workflow. The con-

trol panel of the M1+ is almost identical

to the familiar M1 user interface. Each

key has a clear, unique and easy-to-

execute function. So that you can devote

your undivided attention to your

patients in the future as well.

Multimedia made easy! If you

decide in favor of an intraoral camera,

Sirona is the only manufacturer that fea-

tures a dedicated control panel especial-

ly for this purpose. This additional control

panel prevents dual assignment of the

keys on the dentist element, thus ensur-

ing that the modern technology offered

by the M1+ remains easy to operate.
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Flexible positioning!
The assistant's element can be flexibly

positioned on the manual tracking rail

and therefore is easily reachable when

treating both seated and recumbent

patients. The swivelling arm can also

be flexibly adjusted to allow an opti-

mal working radius.

M1+ – A unique combination of comfort and ergonomics:
the tracking rail concept.

> Only features that help you reach your
goals really enhance comfort. Everything
else is just a gadget. < K. Jöckel, Developer

Familiar comfort

Unrivaled ingenuity! 
The motordriven travel track for the dentist

element is a unique feature currently offered

only by Sirona. In the M1+ it can be moved

to the desired position by simply actuating

the foot pedal. And there is a new option:

When programming the chair position for

maxillary and mandibular treatment, you

now can save the required position of the

dentist element as well. The dentist element

then always moves to this ergonomically

ideal position.

The correct exit position!
Following treatment, the dentist element and

patient chair are automatically moved to

their exit positions via motor drive. Just

like the M1, this position can be optionally

located either at the foot end or at the head

end of the chair. The latter solution is ideal

for practice rooms where the entrance door

is located at the foot end of the patient chair. 
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The extremely low position of the chair (400 mm) facilit-
ates the treatment of sitting patients and is advantageous
to small assistants.

M1+ – Total ergonomics:
for a complete sense of well-being.

> Only correct patient positioning and
optimal access to the patient enable the
dentist and dental assistant to assume a
healthy posture. <  G. Moritz, Developer

This is the point around which
everything centres! The central point

of every dental examination and treat-

ment is the patient’s mouth. Therefore,

the instruments and materials used most

often must be arranged within easy

reach around this central point.

Depending on the arm and hand motions

involved, either a larger or a smaller

amount of grasping space is required.

Everything within easy reach!
If you extend your arm fully and turn

your body 360° about its own axis, this

defines your maximum anatomical area

of reach. Its boundary lies roughly 50 cm

away from your body axis in any direc-

tion. And that is the ideal reach the

geometry of the M1+ is based on. This

enables the dentist and the dental assis-

tant to reach everything they need while

maintaining a healthy working posture –

quickly and effortlessly. The M1+ pro-

vides ample movement space for every

treatment situation and all individual

requirements.

The ideal combination! A continu-

ous and harmonious workflow can be

ensured only if the user and the treat-

ment centre are optimally adapted to

one another. An erect and relaxed treat-

ment position preserves the health of the

dentist and the assistant. Optimized

human-factor engineering ensures that

the instruments are arranged according

to ergonomic priorities.

Total ergonomics

The swivelling cuspidor with automatic return function enables the
patient to rinse his or her mouth comfortably. This feature is espe-
cially advantageous for children and elderly patients.

Relaxed patients!
Patient demands are constantly becom-

ing more and more discriminating. In

addition to first-class dental care, the

“wellness effect” is also an important

criterion for patient retention. The shape

of the M1+ treatment chair is adapted to

the anatomy of the human body. This

gives the patient a tangible sense of

well-being and security.

Relaxed practice team!
Access to the patient is decisive for total

treatment comfort. A healthy posture

enables the dental team to stay fit in

order to achieve peak performance levels

longer and concentrate better. The pre-

requisites for achieving this are an

upright sitting position, ergonomic move-

ment possibilities, and ample legroom.

The flat-shaped ergonomic backrest –
which comes in a narrow and in a broad
version – increases the patient’s free-
dom of movement and legroom.

The height adjustable swivelling assistant’s element with the manual
tracking rail system ensures optimal reaching distances when working
with seated or recumbent patients. Equipped with 4 instrument holders
and a large surface tray, this unit provides support for the complete
dental team.

The synchronised movements of the backrest and the seat cushion
(ErgoMotion) ensure that the patient doesn’t feel stretched or squashed
when the chair is repositioned. Since the patient’s head always remains
in the same position, it’s not necessary to readjust the headrest.

The patient chair and headrest are adjusted with two recessed 4-way
switches. The continuous, motor-driven headrest adjustment function
ensures excellent access to the patient’s head. The headrest tilt is pro-
grammable.
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Use every centimeter! 
The time-tested dimensions of the M1+

and its motor-driven travel track allow

for effective utilization of space. Short

and direct guidance is combined with

considerable movement comfort for prac-

tice team and patient alike. This offers a

decisive economic advantage which is

bound to be greatly appreciated in con-

nection with clinics and practices with

multiple treatment rooms.

The two rooms shown here are
equipped identically. While the
patient is taking a seat in the
usual manner in the left treat-
ment room, the dentist element
has stopped at the head end of
the treatment centre in the room
shown on the right. The patient
can thus enter the treatment
centre quite comfortably from the
front. For practice planning this
means: enhanced utilization of
space and short, direct guidance.

Total ergonomics
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M1+ – The unique
space-saving concept.

Proven compactness

An excellent example of optimal space
utilization: If need be, a room width of
only 2.40 m will suffice for your treatment
room.

Staff room

Private office

Sterilization

Treatment 1 Treatment 2

Staff
lavatory

Patient
lavatory

Reception

Accounting

Waiting room

Laboratory

ProphylaxisTreatment 3

X-ray

50 cm
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> Practices with large rooms are becoming
less and less common. So why should we
make any changes in the compact dimen-
sions? <  R. Jennert, Key Account Manager

Proven compactness M1+ – Time-tested and durable components:
quality made in Germany.

Familiar robustness

Here’s to the next 20 years!
Today the M1 is a synonym for brand

name quality. The expectations that

thousands of M1 users place in the suc-

cessor model are very high. Our aware-

ness of this accompanied us during every

step of the M1+ development process.

Experienced engineers who were

involved in the birth of the M1, young

specialists and a large team of practising

dentists all joined forces to form the

ideal “Development Centre”.

Brand new and yet the same
as before!
Whatever is perfect remains perfect.

Whatever can be improved has been

improved. We have combined proven,

long-life components with new, state-of-

the-art functions. In addition, the strin-

gent German quality standards, that the

M1+ must comply with are further proof

of the exacting requirements demanded

from our Development Centre.

> We know that many M1s have been
operating reliably for 20 years. Our job is
to ensure the same quality for the M1+. <
W. Müller, Group Production Manager

The L-shaped aluminum support arms ensure
the stability of the dentist and assistant units.

The water unit is securely fastened to the floor and forms the
starting point for securely fastening the tray and the lamp.

Stable through and through, the M1+ is a monolithic
treatment centre.

The backrest of the patient chair is guided surely by the sword
insert and the dual rails.

The careful assembly of the subsystems in the production area reflects
the high demands placed on Sirona treatment centres.

Lots of space! The compact unit: 

As with its predecessor, a minimum

treatment room width of only 2.40 m

also suffices for installation of the M1+

in extreme cases. This is good news for

new practices in high-rent complexes

and for all M1 owners who require an

equally compact successor due to a limit-

ed amount of practice space. The M1+

will fit into any room where an M1 had

been located previously. 
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M1+ – Rapid workflows, optimized hygiene concept:
maximum safety for the patient and the practice team.

Optimal hygiene

Safety first!
From the start, the M1+ was designed

for fast – but above all safe – hygiene.

All critical elements such as the instru-

ment rack have therefore been designed

so that they are easy to clean.

And it goes without saying that the M1+

from Sirona complies with all relevant

national and international standards.

The suction hoses are
designed in such a way that
they do not touch the floor.

The instrument rack can be removed and thermo-
disinfected.

The antistatic bellows protects the treatment centre
components and are easy to clean.

With the practical sanitation hood, sanitation is as easy
as pushing a button. The automatic purge function 
enables the quick and convenient purging of the water
channels, at the beginning and end of each working day. 

The disinfectant is simply poured directly
into the water unit.

> The M1+ is a great example of evolution:
with regard to hygiene regulations, it has been
adapted to today’s standards and everything is
quite easy to clean. <  L. Müller, Developer

Integrated disinfection system for continuous disinfection
of the instrument spray and mouth rinsing water and
sanitation of all media pipes and hoses.
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M1+ – More effective counselling
through patient communication.

> An integratable patient communica-
tion system is a must today. In the
M1+, we have implemented a convin-
cingly simple solution for the operation
of such a system. < 
P. Seeliger, Dental Academy

Effective counselling! Counselling

and providing information are especially

important ways for you to instruct and

convince your patients. This system

makes it much easier for you and your

patient to simultaneously view and

discuss camera exposures or digital X-ray

images. Your practice is thus transformed

into a total dental system that combines

optimal treatment with patient trust and

added value. 

Patient communication

SIROCAM C intraoral camera
n Plastic housing
n 4-image memory
n 2 focal depths: smile line/close-up

Flexible integration! Utilize the pos-

sibilities offered by the flexibly integrat-

able SIVISION 3 patient communication

system. Choose the camera type, camera

position and monitor. Decide for yourself

whether you would prefer to operate the

system only as a stand-alone unit con-

nected to your treatment centre or as

part of the practice network.

SIROCAM 3 intraoral camera
n One-piece titanium housing
n High-resolution 4-image memory
n 3 focal depths: full face/smile

line/close-up
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M1+ – The proven concept
offering many possibilities.

Options

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6 Extra holder

SPRAYVIT Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor SIROSONIC L SIROSONIC L* Camera
or or or or or
highspeed highspeed highspeed highspeed HF surgical unit
handpiece handpiece handpiece handpiece SIROTOM** 

or 
Satelec Mini L.E.D.  
curing light
or
camera

Ch
ai

r

n Choice of broad or narrow backrest

n Two headrests: the motor-driven head-

rest or the MultiMotion (manually

adjustable)

n Choice of high-comfort upholstery with

lumbal support or standard upholstery,

optionally as thermo upholstery

W
at

er
 u

ni
t

n Choice of wet or dry suction system

n X-ray image viewer mounted on tray for

panoramic exposures (not in connection

with SIVISION mounted on the tray or on

the lamp) 

n Flat LCD screen on the light support

arm, on the tray or on the SIVISION

adjustable arm

n SIROCAM 3 or SIROCAM C camera in

the dentist element or additional hol-

der or on the monitor

A
ss

is
ta

nt
 e

le
m

en
t

X-ray image viewer 
For viewing conventional X-ray
(film) images, optionally
mounted on the tray, on the
lamp support tube, or on the
dentist element.

Saline solution
For safe surgical interventions: 
The bottle holder and pump
can be mounted directly on the
dentist element.

Armrests
These folding armrests can
optionally be mounted on the
left and/or right side. 
Elderly patients especially feel
safer and more secure.

Children’s booster seat cushion
and headrest upholstery set
For the ergonomic and comfort-
able treatment of children: both
the booster seat cushion and
the headrest upholstery can be
used individually depending on
the patient’s height.

Valve set 
For connecting external devices
directly to the treatment centre.
Includes an air and a water
valve.

Tray with/without handle 
Especially interesting for
M1 users: Sirona offers a
tray system featuring a tray
with the familiar handle for
optimal support of the
practice team.

Working stools HUGO
and CARL
Two stools availalable in
various versions. At no
extra charge you can
choose between two differ-
ent gas springs. The image
shows HUGO, Version
Freehand.

Pa
ti

en
t 

co
m

m
un

ic
at

io
n/

 
un

it
 la

m
p

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4

Satelec Mini L.E.D. SPRAYVIT Aspirator Saliva ejector
curing light
or
surgical aspiration

D
en

ti
st

 e
le

m
en

t

Other options
n X-ray image viewer
n Physiological saline solution

n Swivelling armrest

n Valve set for supplying external

devices

n Children’s booster cushion

n Children’s headrest upholstery for opti-

mal positioning of children

n Choice of two different working stools

n Conversion kit for extending seat

height of dentist work-stool

n Adapter plate for installation for

existing M1 connection field

n Tray system with clip-on tray and handle

(standard for SIVISION mounted on tray)

n Tray system with clip-on tray 

n Tray system with permanently attached tray

and medicament inserts

n Flat LCD-Screen 15” or 19”  

n Operating light LEDview or SIROLUX Fantastic

as integrated unit or ceiling-mounted model

Patient communication
system
Flexible system offering
optional integration of a
SIROCAM 3 or SIROCAM C
camera for effective patient
counselling.

* If Position 5 is occupied by a highspeed handpiece
** Not possible if position 5 is occupied by a turbine

n Tracking system with long arm

(ideal for two handed dentistry)

LEDview
The operating light LEDview
ensures the optimum visibi-
lity of the treatment site
and can be operated via a
no-touch sensor or via the
user interface.
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For more information on upholstery and paint-
work colors: www.sirona.com/colors

MultiMotion headrest
With the MultiMotion
headrest, you can place
your patient’s head in any
desired position - quickly, 
precisely and with just one
hand.



M1+ – A familiar concept featuring
a new level of comfort.

A new favorite

Some of the illustrations contained in
this brochure depict product options.
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SIRONA – UNIQUE WORLDWIDE SYSTEMS EXPERTISE IN DENTAL EQUIPMENT PRODUCTS 
Sirona develops and manufactures a comprehensive range of dental equipment, including CAD/CAM Systems 
for dental practices (CEREC) and laboratories (inLab), Instruments and Hygiene Systems, Treatment Centers 
and Imaging Systems. Sirona manufactures high technology products that guarantee ease of use and a high 
return on investment – for the good of your practice and for the benefit of your patients. In this way, you can 
approach every challenge you face with confidence. Enjoy every day. With Sirona.

Sirona Dental Systems · E-mail: contact@sirona.com · www.sirona.com




